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HIGHLIGHTS

CURVY 
DIMENSION 75C’s oversized format features a large portrait 
monitor, curved from top to bottom in a slight “C” shape  
for a unique ease of view and extra pull of attraction.

VOLUMINOUS 
Built for big impact, this 75-inch Ultra High-Definition (UHD) 
display pops from across the room with its jaw-dropping jumbo 
screen and four times the pixel depth of standard HD. 

STUNNING
The launch of DIMENSION 75C becomes even more 
spectacular when combined with any of its premium 
display packages. Please see page 14 for details.

ELEGANT 
Its frame dusted in a subtle chrome flat finish, DIMENSION 
75C bares a subtle shimmer, elegantly enhanced by 
atmospheric lighting effects along its edges.

COMFORTABLE
DIMENSION 75C’s extra-large button interface is oversized deck. 

Players can relax and stay a while, enjoying generous surface 
space for drinks, phones, and other personal effects. 

CHARMING
As with all DIMENSION series cabinets, DIMENSION 75C has classic spin 

buttons at either side of the digital button deck but offers an extra element of 
charm with big-sized spin buttons, for amped-up fun and amusement. 

ENERGIZING 
Wireless smartphone charging pads appear at each upper corner of the button 
interface, allowing players to power compatible personal devices while enjoying 

their favorite slot entertainment. In addition, DIMENSION 75C™ is also equipped  
with a USB port so players can stay plugged-in regardless of compatibility. 

SECURE
Guests can keep their purse or handbag conveniently 

stowed under the machine on a built-in hook.  
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OVERVIEW

Take Konami Gaming, Inc.’s top premium content to the big screen for even greater performance potential! 
DIMENSION 75C offers a jaw-dropping, mega C-curve display to showcase some of industry’s most popular games 
including All Aboard™, Ocean Spin™, and more. 

Players can encounter their favorite features on an unforgettable new level. And with the debut launch of  
All Aboard Multi-Game across DIMENSION 75C’s 75-inch UHD display, the entertainment variety is at a new velocity!
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Symbol-driven excitement reaches a new level with the launch of All Aboard on 
DIMENSION 75C! In addition to the popular All Aboard original titles, DIMENSION 75C 

is the first and only game cabinet to offer a multi-game version of All Aboard, with four 
games in one! The machine also supports high-denom All Aboard Gold Express™,  

with a variety of multi-denom options and a large Grand jackpot starting at  
$50,000 or $100,000, based on selected par percentage.
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Konami’s popular Ocean Spin is wheeling into a new format on the big-screen 
DIMENSION 75C. Ranked the industry’s #1 new premium series according to 

ReelMetrics’ ReelHot Index, this original linked progressive series offers a variety  
of wheel spin opportunities across the cabinet’s oversized display, for maximum 
excitement and attraction. Throughout primary play, bubbles of potential bonus 

opportunities float seamlessly across the game screen. Whenever any 3 or more trigger 
symbols are collected, the Ocean Spin Feature is awarded, and the player is invited  
to spin the bonus prize bubbles that appear across the screens. Upon hitting spin,  

the bubbles whiz across the screens until the spinner lands on a potential  
bonus award or instant progressive jackpot. 
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Lucky Envelope™ opens fresh possibilities of player excitement around the enduring  
gift-giving tradition of the red envelope, through exhilarating symbol-driven prizes and 

surprising mystery-trigger events. Covered in Asian-inspired art elements, rich patterns, 
and sparkling gold accents, this premium linked progressive series is rooted in a 243 
Ways reel frame, with 4 progressive jackpot levels. Wild red envelope symbols appear 
on reels 1 and 2 throughout primary play, which can randomly trigger the jackpot pick 
game. The Wild red envelopes also award credit prizes appearing on the subsequent 
reels whenever a red envelope appears on reels 1 and 2. Konami’s Lucky Envelope  

is available with two original base games: Jade Wealth™ and Plum Riches™.
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One of the most popular video game thrillers since the turn of the millennia is 
taking on a new form with the launch of Silent Hill™ on DIMENSION 75C. Players 

can experience a rich 3D world with characters, scenes, and encounters from 
the hit video game. The debut series includes 5-level linked progressive jackpots, 

multiple bonus adventures, and an unforgettable Stay & Spin feature. 
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DIMENSIONS

104.5"

40.5"

9"

92"

31.82"

SINGLE CABINET 3–POD
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